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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we generalize the results (given in [3], [4] and [5]) on the stability of the stochastic 
evolution equation 
~o tu(t,w) = Uo(W) + (A(s,w)u(s,w) + F(s,w))dH(s,w)+ 
+/ (B , (s ,w)u(s ,w)  + Gi(s,w))dMi(s,w) 
o 
+) 
and on the stability of the stochastic Cauchy problem 
dv(t,w,x) = (£v(t,w,x) + f(t,w,x))dH(t,w)+ 
+ (A4iv(t,w,x) + gi(t,w, z))dMi(t,w) 
v(O,~,x) = vo(~,x), (I.i) 
with respect o the simultaneous perturbations of the unbounded linear operators A, Bi (of the 
second order differential operator £ and first order differential operators .,~ti, i := 1 - d:), of 
the free data F, Gi (f, gi), uo (Vo) and of the stochastic ontinuous increasing process H and 
continuous semimartingale M = (M1, . . . ,  M dl), in the topology of uniform convergence on finite 
intervals. 
As in [5], we consider here the general situation, when together with the simultaneous pertur- 
bation of all data and of the driving processes the underlying probability space is also perturbed. 
In the papers [3], [4] and [5] we assume that A is coercive and, correspondingly, that £ is strongly 
elliptic. Now we treat the more general case of dissipative operator A and degenerate elliptic 
differential operator ~:. 
The consideration of varying probability spaces does not make the proofs essentially harder. 
Due to this general formulation we can easily derive Stroock-Varadhan's type theorems on sup- 
ports of stochastic evolution equations 
t 
u(t, = u0+ f(A(s, y(s, + 
0 
t 
+ f(Bi(s, ~(~,~1)~(~, ~1 + ai(~, ~(~, ~111 od~'(s, ~1 
0 
(1.2) 
considered in a normal triple tI1 C~H0 -= H~ C.~HI, where y(t) = (yl(t) . . . .  , ya, (t)) is a continuous 
semimartingale, A Bi, F, Gi are measurable functions from [0,T] x R a' into L(H1, H:), L(H:, 
+) Throughout the paper we use the summation convention with respect o the repeated integer- 
valued indices. 
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H0), H~ and H0 respectively. +) (The second integral on the right side of (1.2) is a short notation 
for a certain semimartingale in H~ , which corresponds to the Stratonovich integral in the finite 
dimensional case.) Our theorem on support of eq. (1.1) states the following. 
The solution (u(t))t~[O,T] to eq. (1.3) is a random element in the Banach space X := C([0, T]; H0) 
and the topological support of its distribution on X equals the closure of the set {u ~ : w E "H}, 
where u t° is the solution on [0, T] of the abstract Canchy problem 
Ou~°(t) = A(t, w(t))uW(t) + F(t, w(t)) + (vi(t)Bi(t, w(t))uW(t) + (vi(t)Gi(t, w(t)), 
u~(0) = ~0, 
and 7-t is an arbitrary subset of the absolutely continuous functions w : [0, 7"] ~ R d~ with 
w(0) = 0, such that it contains every C °o function vanishing at t = 0. Hence we get a similar 
theorem on support for the stochastic partial differential equation 
du(t, w, x) = (Eu(t,w, x) + f(t, y(t,w), x))dt+ 
+ ( .~u( t ,  ~, ~) + g~(t, v(t, ~), ~)) o dye(t, ~), 
u(O, .~, x) = uo ~ W~ (1.3) 
in the space X = C([0,T]; W~') , when the coefficients of the differential operators £,  Aai have 
the form a(t, y(t, w), z) with bounded sufficiently smooth real functions a : [0, T] × R d~ × R d --+ R. 
Applying Sobolev's theorems on embedding W~ n in C n we get theorems on supports for the above 
Cauchy problem in the Frechet spaces C°'"([0, T] × 1% d) and C°'oo([0, T] × Rd). Such results for 
stochastic evolution equations and for stochastic partial differential equations were obtained in 
[3] - [5] under the assumptions that A is a coercive operator and that £ is a uniformly elliptic 
differential operator. Now we get these results also in the degenerate case. 
Finally we treat applications in nonlinear filtering theory. We consider the general model of 
signal and observation processes ~(t), y(t) governed by the stochastic differential equations 
dx(t) = b(t, y(t), x(t))dt + or(t, y(t), x(t))dW(t) 
dy(t) = B(t, y(t), x(t))dt + E(t, y(t))dW(t) 
~(0) = ~, ~(0) = 7, (1.4) 
where ~ and r I are random variables in R d and in R d~ respectively, W is a multidimensional 
Wiener process which is independent of ~ and 7/ . It is wellknown that, under fairly general 
assumptions, the conditional distribution of x(t) given {y(s) : s < t} has a density p(t,w, z) , 
which can be obtained by normalizing the solution T of the Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai equation 
d~(t,w, x) = £*(t, y(t))~(t, ~, x)dt + AA*(t, y(t))~(t, w, x) o dy(t) 
~(0, ~, ~) = Po(~, ~), 
i.e., 
In [4] we have shown that this filter is robust in the sense that for <<good approximations >' 
Y6 (t) --+ y(t) (in the topology of uniform convergence), the solution ~ of the stochastic Cauchy 
problem 
d~t (t, w, x) = £*(t, y~ (t))~6 (t,w, x)dt + .Aa*(t, y~ (t))~ (t,w, x)dy6 (t) 
~(o ,~,  x) = po(~, ~) 
+) L (U, V) is the space of bounded linear operators A : U --~ V for Banach spaces U , V. 
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converges to ~ and P6 = ( f  ~6(x)dx)- l~6 converges to p in C([0, T]; W~n(r)), in probability.*) In 
[5] we have shown that and p are random elements in X = (C[O, T]; and the topological 
supports of their distributions on X equal the closure in X of {~o w : w 6 7/} and the closure of 
{ ( f  ~w (x)dx)-ltow }, respectively, where to w is the solution of the deterministic C auchy problem 
tO (t, = ?.*(t, + ,¢(t).a.t$(t,  
¢°(o ,  = 
We obtained these results in [4] and [5] under the restriction that the matrix 
- r , *  
is uniformly positive definite. In this paper we eliminate this restriction, but in return we require 
greater smoothness from the coefficients of the equations (1.4) (cf. similar results in [1], [2], 
obtained by other methods). 
We note that by extending the results of this paper to the case When the perturbations of the 
driving processes H(t)  and M(t) are discontinuous we can get, in particular, the extension of 
Rothe's method for stochastic partial differential equations. The validity of such an extension 
as it is noticed in [3], can be seen from the main theorem of [3]. We treat these generalizations 
elsewhere. 
In this paper we assume that the coefficients of the differential operators in equations (1.1)- 
(1.3) are bounded functions of (t, w, z) 6 [0, T] × f~ × R/ .  We generalize our results to the case 
of unbounded coefficients in a forthcoming paper. 
Acknowledgement .  An important part of Lemma 5.2 is due to N. V. Krylov. I wish to 
express my thanks to him for this and for useful remarks and advice on the subject of this paper. 
2. NOTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let O := (fl, .T', P, (.T't)t>0) be a probability space equipped with a filtration (-~'~)t>0 such that 
:~- and .To contain the P-nul l  subsets of 12 , and ~'t = Ns>t ~'8. Then O is called a stochastic 
basis. 
In Sections 3 and 5 we have a stochastic basis O6 : -  (f~6,-%'6, P6, (ff:'6t)t>0) for every 6 > 0 and 
the random elements indexed by 6 are defined on O6 • We use here the following definitions. 
Def in i t ion  2.1. Let A6 and a6 be random elements in a metric space X for every 6 > 0. We 
say that A6 "~ a6 in X (with respect o P6) as 6 ~ 0, if]i_.rnoP6(p(A6, a6) > e) - 0 for every e > 0, 
where p is the metric in X. 
Def in i t ion  2.2. We say that A6 is tight in X, uniformly in 6 > 0, if A6 is a random element 
in X and for every e > 0 there exists a compact If~ C X such that P6(A6 ~ Kc) < e for every 
6>0.  
Def in i t ion 2.3. Let A6 be a random element in a normed space X for every 6 > 0. We say 
that A6 is P6-bounded for 6 > 0, if lira limsup P6(I A6 Ix> L) = 0. 
L--*co 6--*0 
Let (F$(t))tfi[o,Tl, (f6(t))te[O,T ] be random processes in V and let (A6(t))te[O,T], (a6(t))tq[O,T] 
be random processes in L (U,V) for every 6 > 0, where U, V are Banach spaces and L (U, V) 
denotes the space of bounded linear operators mapping U into V .  In connection with Definition 
2.2 we say that F6 ~ I6 in CV as 6 --* 0 ,  if ] i~  P6(sup I F6(t) - f6(t) Iv>__ e) = 0 for every e > 0. 
t<T 
We say that A6 ,~ a6 in CL (U, V) as 6 ~ 0 , if for every u 6 U we have A6u ~ a6u in CV as 
6 --* 0. Let (H6(t))t>o be an Y-'6t-adapted continuous increasing process for every 6 > 0. We say 
*) W~ (r) is the Sobolev space of real functions on 1% ~ having square integrable derivatives up to 
the order m, with weight function (1+Ix  12) r. 
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that F~ -~ f~ in Lp(dH6)V as ~i --+ 0 , if ~imP6(I F6 - f6 I~ .H~(T) > ~) = 0 for every c > 0.*) 
Finally, we say that A~ ..~ a~ in Lp(dH~)L(U,V) as ~ --+ 0, if for every u E U we have A~u ..~ a6u 
in Lp(dH6)V as ~f --~ O. If H~(t) :-  t then we write LpV and LpL(U,V) in place of Lp(dt)V and 
Lp( dt)L(V,V), respectively. 
Let M = (M(t))t>o be a continuous emim~.rtingale in the £ -dimensional Euclidean space R t. 
Then we denote by M and M its martingale part starting from 0 and its bounded variation part 
respectively. The total variation of 2f/over the interval [0, t] is denoted by IlllT/I](t). Let the Banach 
space U be continuously and densely embedded in the Banach space V. Then, for an increasing 
cadlag stochastic process h, the notation u E CV fq L2(dh)U means that u = (u(t))te[O,T] is an 
.%-~-adapted strongly continuous tochastic process in V, such that ] u I~ .h(T) < oc (a.s.), where 
T is a positive number fixed throughout he paper. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we deal with stochastic evolution equations of the form 
t 
u(t,w) = no(w)+/(A(s,w)u(s,w) + f(s,w))dY(s,w)+ 
0 
t 
+/(Bi (s ,w)u(s ,w)  + gi(s,w))dZi(s,w) (2.1) 
0 
considered in a normal triple Ht C--+H0 - H~ C--,H~ , where V is an increasing continuous 
adapted stochastic process, Z = (Z1 , . . . ,  Z t) is a continuous emimartingale in R t, A, f, Bi and 
gi are well-measurable processes taking values in L(H1, H~), H~, L(Hx, H0) and H0 respectively 
(for i=l, 2, ... , t) , and u0 is an .T0-measurable random variable in H0. We always assume that 
dII2[i(t) << dV(t) and d(Z)(t) << dY(t), where (Z) is the quadratic variation of the semimartingale 
Z over the interval [0,t].((Z)(t) = ~i(zi)(l).) 
Def in i t ion  2.4. i random process u(t) is called a solution (on the interval [0,T]) of the 
stochastic evolution equation (2.1) if u E CH0 M L2(dV)H1 and for P-a lmost  every w E Q the 
equality (2.1), considered in H~, holds for all t E [0,T]. 
In Sections 4-7 we work with stochastic differential equations of the form 
du(t, w, x) = (aJl(t, w, x)nj Din(t, w, x) + aP(t, w, x)npu(t, w, x)+ (2.2) 
+ f(t, ~, x))dY(t) + (b~(t, w, x)Dpu(t, w, x) + gi(t, ~, x))dZi(t) 
u(O,w,x) = no(w, x), (2.3) 
where a jr, a p, f, ~,  gi are O x B(Rd)-measurable r al functions on [0, T] x f2 x R d for every 
j,g := 1,2, . . . ,d,p := 0,1,... ,d, and u0 is an -~'0 x /3(Rd)-measurable r al function. Here and 
in the whole paper O denotes the a-algebra of well-measurable sets, Do is the identity and 
Dp "- o..L. for p := 1 + d, where x l , . . ,  xp, denote the coordinates of x E R a with respect o a 
" - -  Ox~ 
fixed orthonormal basis. We also use the notation D 7 for ~lr)7~ 2r)72 . . .  D~ := 0~:~°J~l...0~ ~' when 
7 = (71, . . . ,7d)  is a multi- index (i.e. 7i s are nonnegative integers) and [ 7 [:= 3'1 + "'" + 7d 
is the order of derivation. (Throughout he paper derivations are understood in the generalized 
sense.) 
Let m _> 0 be an integer and r be a real number. Then W~n(r) denote the subspace of the 
locally square-integrable functions f : R d --* R. whose derivatives up to the order m are locally 
square-integrable such that 
1 
I f  Iwr(,-) := 1(1+ Ix 12)"Dp,... Op,,y(x)I ~ dx < oo. 
P l  ... =0  
t 
*) We often use the notation f .  H(t) for the stochastic Ito's integral f f(s)dH(s) when H is a 
0 
continuous emimartingale. 
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The space W~n(r) with the above norm is a well-known weighted Sobolev space. It is a separable 
Hilbert space for every integer m > 0 and r e It,. We often write L~(r) instead of W°(r). 
Definit ion 2.5. (of. [10]). A stochastic process u(t) is called an L2(r)-solution of the problem 
(2.2)-(2.3) if u ~ CLz(r) t3 Lz(dV)W~(r) and for almost every w ~ t2 
t 
(u(t),.)0 = (uo, n)0 +/{-(a~*(~)D~u(s), Djy)o+ 
0 
+ (.)D,u(.) + + + + 
0 
holds for all t E [0,Yl and 7/6 C~(l%d)( ., ")0 is the scalar product in L2(l%d).) 
3. THE STABILITY OF STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
Let ttx C_-~H0 ~ H~ C__+H~ be a normal triple, where HI is a separable and reflexive Banach 
space embedded continuously and densely into a Hilbert space H0. (The scalar product in H0 and 
the duality between HI and H~ is denoted by ( , )  .) Let I-I~ (a := 2, 3,4) be reflexive separable 
Banach spaces, such that Ha is continuously and densely embedded into H,~-I for a = 2,3,4. 
Thus we have 
H4 C_,ttz C.-~H2 C.+HI C_-~Ho C-~ - H~ C_+HH~' C..~i,i~, 
where H* C.+Ha+ 1 is the adjoint of Ha+l t-+Ha. 
For every 5 > 0 we are given well-measurable random processes Aa(t), ado taking values in 
L(HH1, H~), well measurable random processes 
ea,(t), ba,(t), e~)(t), b~)(t), 
taking values in 
L(Hx,H0) ( i : - ' l ,2 , . . . ,dx ,  k := l ,2 , . . . ,d2)  
and well-measurable random processes 
F~(t), 1'a(t), a . ( t ) ,  g.(t), C~,)(t), g~f)(t), 
taking values in H0, such that for every u, v 6 HI the processes 
(Bai(t)u, v), (bai(t)u, v), (G6i(t), v), (gai(t), v) 
have the stochastic differentials 
d(Bai(t)u, v) = (B~)(t)u, v)dN~(t), d(ba,(t)u, v) = (b~)(t)u, v)dn~k)(t), 
~(G,,(t), v) = (~)(t),  v)~N~(t), ~(g.(t), v) = (g~)(t), v)~,,~)(t), 
where N6 and n6 are continuous .~6t-semimartingales in R a2. (We recall that the random el- 
ements indexed by 5 are considered on the stochastic basis Os := (~s,F6, P6, (Fat)). We are 
also given Y-'at-adapted continuous increasing random processes H6(t), ha(t), continuous J"at- 
semimartingales Ma(t) and ma(t) in R al , and continuous ~'6t-adapted random processes e~ j , r~ k 
of bounded variation (i , j  := 1, ... ,dl,k := 1,... ,d2) such that 
d(M6)(t) << dndt) , dllM611(t) << dndt), d(m,)(t) ~-. dh,(t), 
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dll~ll(t)  ~ dh~(t) , dllc~Jll(t) ~ dh~(t), dll/~ll(t) << dh~(t), 
for every (5>0and i ,  j :=  l+d~,  k := l+d~.  
For every 8 > 0 we consider the stochastic evolution equations 
u~(t) = u~o + 
v~(t) = v~o + 
t 
/ (Aa(s)u~(s) + F~(s))dHa(s)+ 
0 
t 
+/(B , i ( s )u , ( s )  + G,i(s)) o dM~(s) 
0 
t 
j (a~(s)v~(s) + f~(s))dht(s)+ 
0 
t 
+/(b~i(s)u~(s) + g~i(s)) o dmi~(s)+ 
0 
(3.1u) 
I B~i(t) u I - -1~ (~ I u I -  
I B~)(t)u b -~_  < 4~ l u I~ 
l a~(t)u I~-u_< (~ l u I- 
I b~(t) u b-~ < (a I u I~ 
I b~)(t)u b-~<_ (, l u I~ 
for ~ := 0, :t=l, 2; 
for ~:= 1,2; 
for ~ := 1,2,3; 
for ~ := 0, 1, 2, 3; 
for a := 1,2,3; 
I Gee(t) I~ -< (~, 
"-'5i -- ' 
I Y~(~) I~ <_ (~, 
I gs i ( t )  13 <__ (~, 
for every (t,w6) E [0,7"] x f~ and u E H4, where ~ and (~ are finite random variables uch that 
(~ is P~-bounded for (5 > 0. 
+) A similar scheme in the finite dimensional case (i.e. a family of pairs of stochastic differential 




in the normal triple H1 C.-+Ho - H~ C-+H~ where u~o and v~o are .T'~o-measurable random 
variables in H1 and Ho , respectively, [b6i,b6j] :-- b6ib6j -b6jb6i , and (B~i(s)u6(s)+ G~i(s))o 
dM~(s), (b6i(s)u6(s) + g6i(s)) o dmi~(s) are short notations for 
1 
(B6i(s)u~(s) + G6i(s))dM~(s) + -~(B6iB6j (s)u6(s) + B6i(s)G6j (s))d(i~, MJ>(s)+ 
+ + G~(s))d(M~, N~)(8), 
. 
(b~i(s)v,(s) + g6i(s))dm~(s) + (b6ib6j(s)v~(s) + b6i(s)g6j(s))d(m~, m~)(s)+ 
+ + +g~)(s))d(rn~, nk) (8 ) .  
Here and throughout the whole paper if B and C are linear operators then BC denotes their 
composition. 
Now we formulate the assumptions on equations (3.1u) and (3.1v). We use the notation H_~ 
for H*~ (a := 1,2,3), [v[z for the norm o fv in  H z. 
(El) For each (5>0 and every i , j := l -d1  , k:= l--d2 
I A6(t) u I -1-  ~ ~6 I U I1, I A~(t)u Io_ < ~6 I u 12, I F~(t) Io < (6, 
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(E2) As  6 --* 0 we have As "" as in Lt(dHs)L(It2,Ho), Fs ... fs in LI(dH~)Ho, B,i -~ bsi 
in CL(Ha, Ha- , )  for a := 1,2, B~i ,~ b~i in CL(Ht,H0), 6i ,,, gsi in CH1, B~ ) ,~ b~ ) in 
CL(Ht, H0), G~ ) in CH0 and Uso "" Vso in H0 (with respect o Ps) i := 1 -- dr, k := 1 + d~. 
(E~) The random processes bsi(t)u~, b~i(t)Ul, b~)(t)Ul, as(t)u~, fs(t), g~)(t) are tight in 
C([0, T] : H0), uniformly in 6 > 0, for every Ul • Ht,u~ • H~. The random processes 
bsi(t)u2, gsi(t) are tight in C([0,T]; H1) for every u2 • H2, i := 1 + dl, k := 1 + d~.. 
(E4) For every 6 > 0 for dHs(t) x P-almost every (t,ws) • [0,T] x f~ we have 
(v, As(t)v) + A E I (As(t)v, Bsi(t)v) + (v, BsiAs(t)v) I<_ as(t) I v I~ 
i 
[ (v, BsiBs~Bstv) + (Bsiv, Bs~B~tv) + (BsiBs~v, Bstv) + (Bs~v, BsiBstv) [<_ ~s [ v [~ 
(3.2) 
I (v, Bsi(t)v) I< (6 I v [2, I (v, B~)(t))v I~ (6(t) I v I~ 
I (v, Bs iB6 jv )+ (Bsiv, Bs jv ) I~  (8 Iv I0 2
I (v, BsiB~ )) + (Bsiv, B(k)v~si J I~ Q I v I0 2
I (v, B~)B6j  v) + (B~)v ,Bs j  v) I~ (s Iv [ 2 
for every v 6 H2 ( i , j  := 1 + dl,k := 1 + d2), where A > 0 is a constant, as is a progressively 
measurable random process, (8 is a random variable, such that I as I "IIHslI(T) and O are 
Ps-bounded for 6 > 0. 
(Es) Equation (3.1u) admits a solution us • CHtnL2(dHs)H2 for every 6 > 0. Equation (3.1v) 
admits a solution vs • CH2 C1L2(dHs)H3 for every 6 > 0 such that supt_< T [ VS [3 is Ps-bounded 
for 6 > 0 and vs is tight on C([0, T]; H2), uniformly in 5 > 0. 
On the processes Hs, h6, M6, ms, Ns, ns, c~  , r~ k we assume the following: 
(At) For 6 --* 0 we have Hs " hs in CR, Ms --, ms in CR d', cs -~ Cs in CR ~xdt and 
rs "~ Rs in CR d'xd2 (with respect to Ps), where Cs(t) and Rs(t) are matrix-valued processes 
defined by 
:= (m~ - M])IQI~ (t) + (rn~ - M~, M~)(t) + I ( ( M], M~)(t) - (m~,rn{)(t) ) C~ (t) 
• 1 i ~ • R~k(t) := (m~ - M~) . l~(t )  + (m~ - M], N~)(t) + ~((M], N s )(t) - (m'~, n~)(t)). 
(A2)Therandomvariables[ms-Ms[.[[l~Is[[(T), (Ms)(T), [[cs[[(T), [[rs[[(T), [[rhs[[(T), 
[ ms-  Ms [.[[/Vs][(T), (Ns)(T), (ns)(T), [[fi~[[(T), Hs(T) and h6(T) are Ps-bounded for 
6>0.  
(A3) For each 6 > 0 we have c~Ms)(t) < (sdHs(t), d(N6)(t) < ~sdHs(t) for dHs(t) × P~-almost 
every (t,ws) • [0,T] x ~s and d(ms)(t) < ~sdhs(t), d(ns)(t) < dhs(t) for dhs(t) x Ps-almost 
every (t, ws) • [0, T] x f~s, where (s and ~s are Ps-bounded random variables for 6 > 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (El) - (Eh) and (A1) -  (A3). Then Ps(supt<T I us(t) --vs(t) 10> e) ---* 0 
as 6 --* 0, for every ¢ > 0. 
REMARK 3.2. If Ps([[Hs - hs[[(T) >__ e) --* 0 for every e > 0, then we can omit from (E3) the 
assumptions on A6,as, F~ and Is. If, for some indices k, the random variables IIN ll(T) are 
B (k) b (k) G~ ) and-(k)¢i l+d l )  Ps-bounded for 6 > 0, then we can omit the assumptions on si , si , ~si ~ := 
for these indices k from (E~) and (E3). 
REMARK 3.3. We note that second order elliptic differential operators (in place of A6) and first 
order differential operators (in place of Bsi, Bsj, B6t, B~), B~))  satisfy every inequality in (E4) 
in the normal triples W~ +t C..,W~ n - W~ n* C..,W~ '+1 (for integers m >__ 0), if the coefficients of 
the differential operators are sufficiently smooth and bounded.*) 
• ) The validity of inequality (3.2) for first order differential operators Bsi ,Bsj ,  Bst was noticed 
by N. V. Krylov. 
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REMARK 3.4. Note that the operators A6 and a~ may not be coercive. They may degenerate, 
e.g. they are allowed to be the zero operator. 
The above theorem is a useful generalization of Theorem 3.5 from [3].Its proof goes essentially 
in the same way as ~hat of Theorem 3.5, by adjusting the basic tools (Lemmas 4.4, 4.6, 4.7 and 
4.8) from [3] to the new situation. The detailed proof will appear elsewhere. Our aim now is to 
present some applications of this theorem. 
4. RESULTS ON THE SUPPORTS OF DEGENERATE STOCHASTIC 
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
Let y(t) be a dl -dimensional semimartingale starting from 0 and satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(al) (y)(t):= Ei(yi)(t) and ~(t) are absolutely continuous uch that 
d(y)(t)/dt <_ g, Ed[fli l(t)/dt < K for dt x P - almost every (t,w) e [0,T] x ft, 
i 
where K is a constant; 
(as) For dt x P-almost every (t, w) E [0, 7"] x fl we have 
da 
I Q~(t )o io j  I> ~ ~o~ 
i= l  
for all (0~,... ,0~,) e R d', where Q~J(t) := dlv~,~)(t)/dt and ~ > 0 is a const~t.  
Let {H~}aert be a scale of separable Hilbert spaces. It is wellknown that for every/3 > c~ the 
triple H~ C.-~Ha - H* C..H2~-p is a normal triple based on the scalar product (,)a in Ha, which 
is extended by continuity to the duality between H/~ and H2a-~. (We use the notation (,)~ also 
for the duality between H a and H2a-~ for every/3 > c~ .) 
We are given Borel-measurable functions A, F, Bi, Gi, B~ k) and G~k)(i := 1 + dl, k := 1 + d2), 
mapping [0, 7'] x R dl  into L(H1, H- l ) ,  H2, L(H1, H0), H3, L(H1, H0) and H2, respectively, such that 
for every u, v E Hoo := NaHa and every all-dimensional semimartingale y(t) , satisfying condition 
(al), the random processes Bi(t, y(t)u, v)o and (Gi(t, y(t)), v)o have the stochastic differentials 
d(Bi(t, y(t))u, v)o : (S~k)(t, y(t))u, v)od~(t) 
d(Gi(t, y(t)), v)o = (G~k)(t, y(t)), v)od~(t) 
on the interval [0, T], where ~k(t) = y(t) for k := 1 +dl ,  {'+Ja'+~(t) := (yJ, y~)(t) for j, l := 1 +dl  
and V2(t) := t (a2 = a,(al + 1) + 1). 
Let 7-t be a subset of the absolutely continuous functions w : [0, T] ~ R a' with w(0) = 0 , 
such that 7"l contains the infinitely differentiable functions vanishing at 0 E [0, T]. 
We consider the stochastic evolution equation 
t 
u(t) =u0 + / A(s, y(s))u(s) + F(s, y(s))ds+ 
0 
t 





i f(B~%, v(~))u(~) + B~%, ~(~)))d(y', ~)(~) (4.1) +7 
0 
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and for every w • 7~ we consider the (non-random) evolution equation 
t 
uW(t) = Uo +/ (A(s ,  w(s))uW(s) + F(s, w(s)))ds+ 
o 
t 
+/W,(s, + a,(s, 
o 
(4.2) 
in the normal triple H1 C.~H0 - H~ C.,H~, where u0 • H3 and z~(t) : ddJ(t)/dt. 
We assume the following 
(SE ) 
[Au [a_2_< K I u [a for a := 1,2,3,4 
[Slu [~_t< g [ u [a for ~ := 0,4-1,2,3,4 
[B~k)u I~-1_< g [u I~ for a := 1,2,3,4 
] r l2<g,  [Gi[3_<g, ]G} ~) ]2<g 
for every (t, y) • [0, T] × R d~ and for every u • Hoo (i :-- 1 -- dl, ]c :=  1 - -  d2)  , where K is a 
constant and ] u IS denotes the norm of u in H~. 
(SE2)  For everyul  • Hi,u2 • H2 the functionsB*ul : [0 ,T ]×pd '  ~H1,  Biul :[0,7"]× 
PL dl - '4  H0, S~u2 : [0, T] × R d' --, H1, B~k)ul : [0, T] × R d' ~ H0, Gi : [0,T] × R d' ---, 
H1, G~ k) : [0, T] x B. d' ---* H0 are strongly continuous (i := l+d l ,k  := l+d2) .  For every 
u2 • H2 and t • [0, T] the functions A(t, .)u2 : R d' --* H0, F(t, .) : R d~ ~ Ho are strongly 
continuous. 
( SE a) (i) For every u • Hoo we have 
(Au, u)c, <_ K I u l~, I Biu, Bju)a + (u, BiBju)e, I < - K I u I~, 
I Biu, u),~ IS K lu I~, I(B[ ~)u, u)~ IS K lu 12.. 
(ii) (Au, u)o + A ~'-~ i (u, BiAu)o + (Biu, Au)o I <_ K lu I~ 
i 
I (u, BiBj Blu)o + SiBju, Slu)o + (Bju, SiBlu)o I < _ g ] u ]~ 
I (u, BiB}k)u)o + (Siu, BJk)u)o ]+ I (u,S~k)Sju)o + (S~k)u, Bju)o I ~ - g iu 12o, 
for every (t,y) • [0,T] x Rd ' ,a  := 0,3 (i,j := 1- -d l ,k  := l -d2) ,  where K and A > 0 are 
constants. 
From the assumptions ( SE 1) and ( SE s) / (i) it is not difficult to show that equations (4.1) 
and (4.2) admit a unique solution u • CH0 M L2H1 and u w • gH0 M L2H1 (for every w • 7-/), 
respectively (see [10]). Let us denote the distribution of u on X := C([0, T]; H) by p× and let us 
use the notation 0 x for the closure of U := {u w : w • 7-/} in the space X. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume (al),(a2) and (SE1) - (SEa). Then the topological support of /~ x equals 
0 x . 
PROOF. First we note that the closure of the set {u w : w E C°°([0,T];Rd'),w(0) = 0} in 
X equals the closure of {u w : w E A0([0, T] : Rfl')}, where A0([0, T] ;R d') denotes the set of 
absolutely continuous functions on [0, T], taking values in B. dl and vanishing at 0. To see this, 
we approximate the function w • A0([0, T] :R  d' ) by w6 • C°°([0, 7']; B. d') such that w0(0) = 0 
and supo<t<T [ w6(t) -- w(t) [---, 0 as 6 --* 0. Thus we get supt<T [ uW6(t) -- u(t) [0--+ 0 
as 6 --* 0": 5y applying Theorem 3.1. Therefore it is enough to prove the theorem for 7/ := 
{w • CC°([0,7~;Rdt),w(O) = 0}. In order to show that the support o f / jx  is contained in 0 x 
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we follow the usual way. We approximate the semimartingale y(t) with infinitely differentiable 
random processes yt(t), defined by smoothing 
5 
~(,) = 5-~ f ¢(t - s )~(5 -1s )ds  
0 
(6>0,  i := l+dt ) ,  
where y(s) := 0 for s < 0 and ~ is a non-negative C ~ real function supported on [0,1], such that 
f~(t)dt = 1. It is not difficult to see that h6(t) := t, H~(t) := t, m~(t) = y(t), M~(t) := 
y6(t), n~(t) := ( f f l ( t ) , . . . ,~( t ) )  and N~(t) := (~( t ) , . . .  ,~'~(t)) considered on O~ := O := 
( f t ,~' ,P ,  (~'t)) satisfy the conditions (A1) - (A~) with c = (c 0) - 0 and r = (r i~) - 0. Let us 
consider the evolution equations 
t t 
~,(t) = ~o + f (A,(s)~,(s) + F,(s))as +/(B,,(s)~,(s) +C,,(s))aui(~) 
0 0 
t t 
~(t) = ~o + f (a(sl~(s) +/(s)las + f(b,(sl~(s) + a,(s))e¢(s)+ 
0 0 
t 1/ + g O~b(s)u(s) + b~(s)g~(s))d(¢,~)(s)+ 
0 
t 
1 f k)(s)u(s) + +7 (b~ g}~)(s)ld(y', ~)(s) 
0 
for every 5 > 0,  in the normal triple H1 ~--,H0 -- H~ C-,H L where A~(s,~) := A(s,y~(s,w)), 
F6(s,w) :-- F(s, y6(s,w)), B6i(s,w) := B(s, y6(s,w)), G6i(s,w) : -  G(s, y6(s,w)), a(s,w) := 
A(s,y(s,w)), bi(s,w) := Bi(s,y(s,w)), f(s,w) := F(s,w)), gi(s,w) := Gi(s,y(s,w)) and 
g~k) 
(s,w) := G~k)(s,y(s,w)). We can see that these equations atisfy the assumptions of Theorem 
3.1 (see Remark 3.2). Applying Theorem 3.1 we get I u6 - u Ix--* 0 in probability, as 5 ~ 0. 
Therefore #X(uX) > limsup6__,0 tqx(Cr x)  = 1. Hence supp tt x C ~x,  where supp p denotes the 
support of the measure #. To prove / )x  C #x we adapt a device from [7]. 
Lemma 4.2. Let w e CI([O,T];R d') such that x(0) = 0. Let y(t) be a semimartingale in R dl 
starting from 0 and satisfying conditions (al) and (a2). Then there exists a family of probability 
measures {P~: 5 > 0) on (~2, F),  such that 
(i) P~ << P for every 5 and y(t) is a P~-semimartingale. 
(ii)P6(suPt<_W I y(t) - w(t) I>__ ¢) --* O, 
P6(supt_< T I(w i - y ' ) .  g ( t ) -  ½ < y~,~ > (t) I_> e) ~ 0 
as 5 --~ 0, for every e > O,i,j := 1 -  dl, where ~( t )  denotes the bounded variation part of the 
P6-semimartingale y( t). 
(iii) ] w - y l.lI~t611(T) is P6-bounded for 5 > 0. 
This lemma is not formulated separately in [7], but actually it is a consequence of that, what 
is proved in [7]. 
Applying this lemma to a given deterministic process w E 7-/and to the semimartingale y(t), we 
can see that the processes m6(t):= w(t), M6(t):= y(t), N6(t) := .~(t), n6(t) := ~(t) and g6(t) := 
h6(t) := t satisfy assumptions (A1) -  (As) on the stochastic basis O6 := (ft, .T', P6(.T't)t>0), where 
ff/(t) := ff/(t) for i := l+d l ,  ~'+a't+J(t) := (yt,yJ~(t) for t , j  := l+d l ,  ffa2(t) := t (with de := 
dl(dl+1)+1), and ~( t )  := (t) for i := 1+dl, ~( t )  = 0 for j := d1+1, . . . ,  d2-1, ~d~(t) := t. 
It is not difficult to check that equations (4.1) and (4.2), considered on the stochastic basis O~ = 
(f2,.T', P6, (.~t)t>>.o), in place of equations (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, satisfy the assumptions 
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(E~) - (E~) of Theorem 3.1. Applying Theorem 3.1 we get that lim~--,0 P~(I u - u ~' Ix>__ ~) = 0 
for every c > 0. Consequently, for every c > 0 we have Ps(I u - u ~ Ix< e) > 0 for sufficiently 
small 6 > 0. Hence Ps(I u-uW Ix< c) > 0 for every ~ > 0, since P6 ~ P. Thus supp gx  D ~]x, 
and the proof is completed. 
5. THE STABILITY OF DEGENERATE STOCHASTIC PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let r be a real number and let m >__ 0 be an integer. 
differential equations 
Let us consider the stochastic partial 
due (t, ~) = 
+ 
(A{t(t, z)DjDtu6(t, ~) + A~(t, x)Dvu6(t, z) + F6(t, x))dM6(t)+ 
(B~i(t ,z)Dvus(t, x) + G6i(t, z))dM~(t)+ 
1 p q B~,(t, ~)}d(M~,M~s)(t)+ + ~{B~i(t,x)D~(S6j(t,x)D¢u6(t , ~)) + z)D~G~(t, 
u6(O, ) = u6o( ) 
dv6(t, x) = (a{t(t, x)D~Dtvs(t, ~) + a~(t, z)D~v6(t, ~) + f6(t, z))dh6(t)+ 
+ (~i(t, z)D~v6(t, x) + g6i(t, z))dm~(t)+ 
2 { gi(t , z)D~(b~j (t, x)D~v6(t, z)) + gi(t,  z)D~g6j (t, z) }d(m6i, m6j)(t)+ 
{[b61, b6j]~(t, z)Dvv6(t, z) + b~i(t, z)D~g6j (t, ~) - ~j(t, z)D~gsj (t, (t)+ z ) } de ij 
+ 
+ 
+ + a?,)(t, 1 , x) }d(~(m6, n6)(t) + rik(t)) 





given on a stochastic basis 06 := (fit, ~z'6, P6, (J='6t)t>0) for every 6 > 0 , where t E [0, T], x E 
Ra, Dv := 0 for p := 1,2, ,d, Do is the identity, [b6i,b6j] p := b~is-~x,~. - b k --~-~ O~p " ' "  ;. .~ 6j  ~xk  6i 
P P (w~ E ~6 is omitted everywhere from the argument of the functions). Here A~ l, As, B~i , ~i, 
B p(k) b p(k) are O6 × B(Rd)-measurable bounded functions on [0, T] × ft6 × R d and F6, f6, G6i, g6i, 6i ' 6i 
(k) r n(k) and g6i a e stochastic processes in W~(r)for every 6 > O,p := O-d,j,~ := 1--dl, k := 1-d2, "-~61 
such that (b~i(t), ~)o, (B6i(t), ~O)o, (G61(O, ~O)o and (g6i(t), ~)0 have the stochastic differentials 
d( BPi(t), ~O)o = (B~}~)(t), ~o)odN~ (t), d(~i(t ), ~O)o = (~}k)(t), ~)odn~(t) 
(k) k d(G6i(t), ~o)0 = (C6, (t), ~o)odN6 (t), d(g~,(t),~)o = (g;}k)(t), ~)odn~(t) 
on [0, 7~, for every ~o E C~°(Rd), i := 1 + dl.p := 0 + d, where (., ")0 denotes the scalar product 
in L2(R d) • (06 denotes the ~r-algebra of well-measurable subsets of [0, T] x ft6 with respect o 
From the assumptions below it follows that the problems (5.1)-(5.2) and (5.3)-(5.4) are mean- 
ingful in the sense of Definition 2.2. 
(P1) The derivatives in x e R d of the functions A{t,a{l,B~i, gi up to the order m + 3,  of the 
functions "'6aP, "~6 p,~6iuP(k) and b~ k) up to the order m + 2 are O6 x B(Rd)-measurable functions, 
bounded uniformly in 5 > 0. Moreover 
I r6 Iw;,+,(,.)< K, If6 K, I G~ k) Iwr+,(,.)< K, 
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I g~ ) Iw$+,(r)S K, I G6i Iw$+3(r)S K, I g~i [w~+3(~)S K, 
where K is a constant which does not depend on 5(p := 0 + d, i := 1 + dl, k := 1 + d2). 
(P2) As 5 --~ 0 we have D'YA~t(t,x) ~ DTa~l(t,x) in LI(dH~)R, DTA~(t, x) ~ D~a~(t, x) 
in LI(dH6)R, D~B6i(t,x) ... D~b6i(t,x) in CR, D~B (k):~ x) ~ D~b (k)t~ x) in CR for ev- 6i '~,  6i k ~, 
ery x E R d and for all multi-indices [ 7 IS m, I fl [S m+ 1. We also have G~i ~ g6i in 
cw$+~(0 ,  G~f ) ~ g~) in cw:~(0 ,  r~ ~ f~ in L~(~H,)W~(,')  ~d U,o ~ ~,o in W~(~) as 
5 ---~ 0 ( i := l+d l ,k := l+d2) .  
*r ~t (P~) The random processes ~:~(t)~, ~, , ( t )~ , .~ ,  (t) ~, ~) ( t )~ [,(t), g~,(t) and g~)(t) 
are tight in C([0, T]; W~(r)), uniformly in 5 > 0 for every ul E W~n+l(r),u2 E W~+2(r) (i := 
l+d l ,k  := l+d2) ,  where £6(t) := ~6 ~ , ~P(k) r) 
and AA~ r the adjoint of AA~ in the duality obtained from the scalar product in L2(r). Moreover, 
the random processes Ad~i(t)u2, g~i(t) (i := 1+dl)  are tight in C([0,T]; W~+I(r)), uniformly 
inS>0.  
(P4) For each 5 > 0 we have 
A~t(t,wa, x)OjOl >_ 0 
for all (t, w~, x) E [0, T] × f~ × R d and (O~,. . . ,  Od) fi I t  d. 
(P~) There exists an L2(r)-solution va of the problem (5.3)-(5.4) for every 5 > 0, such that va 
is tight in C([0, T]; W~+2(r)), uniformly in 5 > 0, and supt_<T I v~ ]w~,+3(~) is P6-bounded for 
5>0.  
THEOREM 5.1. Assume (A~) - (Aa) from Section 3 and (P~) - (Ps) above. Then there exists a 
unique L2(r)- solution u~ of the problem (5.1) - (5.2) for every 5 > 0, and 
\ t<T  
for every ~ > O. 
P~OOF. Rewriting the problems (5.1) - (5.2) and (5.3) - (5.4) into stochastic evolution equations 
considered in the normal triple W~+t(r) C.~W~n(r) - W~*(r) C..W~n+t*(r), we obtain Theorem 
5.1 from Theorem 3.1 (see [4]). To verify Assumption (E4) of Theorem 3.1 we use the following. 
Lemma 5.2. Let ¢g4i = ~D~ and Af /= ~D~(i = 1,2, 3) be first order differential operators, 
where b~ and ~ are bounded measurable real functions on R d for i := 1, 2, 3,p := 0- -d ,  such that 
the derivatives of b~ up to the order m + 3 , of ~ up to the order m + 2 are bounded measurable 
functions. Let £ = a~tD~Dt + aPDp be a second order differential operator, where a~t,a p are 
bounded measurable functions such that the derivatives of a kt up to the order m + 2 and the 
derivatives of a p up to the order m + 1 are bounded measurable functions. Assume that 
a~t(x)O~O~ >_ 0 
for every x ~ R d and (Oz , . . . ,Od)  ~ R d. Then there exist constants e > 0, K > 0 (depending 
only on the dimension d, on the bounds of the coefficients b~, ~,  a ~t, a ~ and on the bounds of 
their derivatives required to exist), such that 
2 (z:~, ~) + ~ ~ I (~, ~i , :~)  + (~, , : : )  I_< ,r~ I ~ Iw~(~) 
i 
I (~, An~Aa~.,~tt~) + (A,,t~¢, A,c~.a,4t~) + (.a/t~, .,~tj ¢, A/t~¢)+ 
2 
+ (./~s~,,.~,~)I_<KI ~ Iw;.(~) 
2 I (~: ,~:)  + (~,,~.:) IS K I: l~z(,) 
for every ~ ~ C~o(~d), i,j,e := I, 2, 3, where (., .) denotes the scalar product in W~'(,'). 
The proof of this lemma and the verification of the other assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are not 
difficult. We leave this work for the reader. 
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Corollary 5.3. Let n > 0 be an integer such that m > -~ + n. Then, under the assumptions 
of Theorem 5.1, for P~-almo~t every w$ ~ ~I~ the functions D~u~(t, z), D~v~(t, x) are continuous 
in (t, z) 6 [0, T] × R d for all multi-indices 17 1 < n, and 
(sup sup (1+ Ix I') l D~u$(t,x)- D'v~(t,z) I> ~ --* 0 
\$_<T zER ~ / 
as 5 ---* 0 for all I 7 I < - n and every ~ > 0. 
This corollary follows from Theorem 5.1 by Sobolev's Theorem on embedding W~ in C".  
6. ON THE SUPPORTS OF STOCHASTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
Let y($) be a 
sumptions (a0,  (a2) from Section 4. We consider here the stochastic Cauchy problem 
du(t, x) = (akt(t, y(t), z)DkDtu(t, x) + aP(t, y(t), z)Dpu(t, x) + f(t, y(t), z))dt+ 
+ ~(t ,  y(t), x)Dpu(t, x)) + gi(t, y(t), x))dyi(t)+ 
+ 2{~(t ,  y(t), x)Dp(b~(t, y(t), z)Dqu(t, z)+ 
+ ~(t, y(t, z))Dpgj(t, y(t), z)}d(y', yJ)(t)+ 
+ {2b~(k)(t, y(t), x)Dpu(t, x) + g}k)(t, y(t), x)}d(y i, yk)(t) (6.1) 
= u0( ) (6.2) 
and the deterministic Cauchy problem 
~-~uO • (t,x) = akl(t, w(t), z)DkDtut°(t, z) + aP(t, w(t), z)DpuW(t, z)+ 
+ f(t, w(t), z) + (vi(t)gi(t, w(t), z) (6.3) 
= • (8.4) 
for every w 6 7"/, where 7-I is the same as in Section 4, and a ~t, a p, ~ , f ,  gi, b~(t)(t, y, z) := 
0 . ~) are o-~k~(t,y,x),g~(t,y,z) := b-~ykg,(t,z, Borel measurable functions (k,£ := 1 + d,p := 0 + 
d, i := 1 +d l ) .  
We assume the following 
(SP1) The first derivative in t • [0, T] and the first and second order derivatives in y 6 R d' 
of b~(t, y, z),gi(t, y, x) are bounded functions on [0, T] x R d~ x R d and are continuous in (t, y) • 
[0, T] × R dx . 
(SP2) The derivatives in x • rtd of a re, a P, b~, "-O-bPoy~ i, yka2 bPl, ~° ~i up to the order m + 3 are 
bounded measurable functions on [0, T] x R d~ x 1% d for every p := 0+d, k, t := l--d, i, j, k := l--d1. 
Moreover 
0 t , O~ 
and gi(t, y) w~'÷3(O are bounded functions of (t, y) 6 [0, T] x R d~ .
0 O (SP3) The derivatives in x • R d of a ~t, aP-~.~yl~i up the order m, , ~'~ gi, gi to of ~ up to the 
order m + 1 are continuous in (t, y) • [0, T] x R a~ .
(SP4) ak (t, y, x)O O  >_ 0 
for all (t, y, x) • [0, 7'] x R d~ x R d and (O1,. . .  , Od) • 1% d • 
Prom (SP~) - (SP4) it is not difficult to show (using known existence and uniqueness results 
from [10]) that the problems (8.1) - (8.2) and (6.3) - (8.4) have a unique L~(r) - solution 
(u(t))te[O,Tl and (u'~(t))te[O,Tl, respectively. 
dl -dimensional semimartingale (given on (ft,.T', P(.T't)t>0)), satisfying the as- 
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THEOREM 6.1. Assume (SP1) - (SP4) and assumptions (al),(a2) (from Section 4). Then 
suppl~ x = 0 x ,  where ~x is the closure of {u ~ : w E H} in X = C([0, T]; W~"(r)) and suppp x
is the topological support of the distribution of u on X. 
PROOF. We can prove this theorem using Theorem 4.1 in the same way as Theorem 4.1 is proved 
by using Theorem 3.1. 
For an integer n > 0 and a real number r, let c°'n(r) denote the space of functions f : 
[0, T] x 1~ d --* R whose partial derivatives in z E R d up to the order n are continuous in (t, x) E 
[0, T] x R d and p~(f) := suP0<t<Tsup~eR~(l+ [ z [') I D'~f(t, z) [< oe for all multi-indices 
I 7 [_< n. The topology on C°'n(r) is induced by the family of seminorms {px :[ 7 [~ n}. We 
denote by C°'°°(r) the space n~=0C°,n(r) with the topology induced by the family of seminorms 
{P-~ : 7 is a multi-index } . Let C °'n denote the space of functions f : [0,T] x R. d ~ R 
whose derivatives in x E R d up to the order n, are continuous in (t ,z)  E [0, T] x R d and 
P-tiff) := supte[O,T] suPlxl<l [ D'rf( t, x) [< cc for all multi-indices [ 7 [< n. The topology on C °''~ 
is induced by the family of seminorms {P'r~ :1 7 1< n, £ = 1, 2 , . . .  } .  The space C °'°° = ,n~,n=0,_.cT°'n 
is considered with the topology induced by the seminorms PT,t for all multi-indices 7 and integers 
t>_0. 
Coro l la ry  6.2. I fm > ~ +n then Theorem 6.1 holds with c° 'n(r)  and also with C °,n in place 
of X. 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume (al), (a2) from Section 4 and suppose that (SP1) - (SP4) are satisfied 
with every integer m >_ O. Then the solution u t° of the problem (6.3) - (6.4) belongs to C°'°°(r). 
Moreover supp# x =f jx  holds with C°'°°(r) and C °'~ in p/ace of X. 
PROOF. Taking into account Corollary 5.3, we can get this theorem by Thorem 5.1 in the same 
way as Theorem 4.1 is obtained by Theorem 3.1. 
7. APPLICATIONS IN NONLINEAR FILTERING 
Let the signal process x(t) and the observation process y(t) be governed by the stochastic 
differential equations 
d.(t) = b(t, y(t), .(t))dt + ~(t, y(t), x(t))dW(t) 
dy(t) = B(t, y(t), z(t))dt + Eft, y(t))dW(t) 
x(0) = ~, y(0) = r/, (7.1) 
where b = bi ( t ,y ,z ) ,a  = ~i j ( t ,y ,x ) ,B  = B i ( t ,y ,z )  and E = Ei~(t,y) are matrices of the size 
d × 1,d × d2,dl × 1,dl × d2 , respectively, (for every t E [0, T] ,y E R d' and z E Rd),~,r/ are 
random variables which are independent of the d2- dimensional Wiener process W. (~, 7? and 
W are given on a stochastic basis (fl,.T', P, (-T't)t_>0).) 
Our assumptions on the system (7.1) are the following: 
(F0) The elements of the matrices b, cr, B, E are bounded functions and they are Lipschitz in 
(y, z) E 1% dl x R d, uniformly in t E [0, T] (E does not depend on x E Rd). 
(F1) There exists a real number ¢ > 0 such that 
det EE* > ¢ 
for every (t, y) E [0, T] × R dl, where E* is the transpose of E .  
(F2)The  first derivative in t E [0, T] and the first and second order derivatives in y E R dl 
of E, B := (EE*) - IB( t ,y ,z ) , '~ := crE*(EE*)- l(t ,y,z) and 0 ~ are bounded functions on aart 
[0, T] × R dl × R d and are continuous in (t, y) E [0, T] × l-t d' for every i := 1 -- d. 
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(Fa) The derivatives in z of cr up to the order m + 5. of b, ~F ,  _.L~ _...0.2._~ up to the order Oyk ~ OykOyt 
m + 4 axe bounded functions on [0,T] x R dl x R d. 
(F4) The derivatives in x o faa*  up to the order m+2 , of b,/3, ~B,°  ^ _O_'~,oyk ..O._..O...'~ouk o~, up to the 
order m + 1 are continuous in (t, y) • [0, T] x R a~ .
(Fs) The conditional distribution of~ given 77 has a density P0(~, w) with respect o the Lebesgue 
measure such that P0 • W~n+a(r) for every w • ft. 
Let is consider the Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai equation 
d~o(t, ~) - £*(t, y(t))~o(t, z)dt + A4*(t, y(t))~(t, x)dyi(t) (7.2) 
~(0, x) = p0(x) (7.3) 
for the unnormalized ensity ~o(t, .) of the conditional distribution of ~(t) given {y(s) : s _< t} ,  
where 
02 
~*(t, y)v(~) . -  o~o~ ((~*)~jv(x)) - ~(b~(t ,  u, ~)v(~)) 
aa*(t, u)v(~) := ~(t ,  u, ~)~(x) - ~(~( t ,  u, ~)v(~)), 
with B = (E~*)-XB, ~ = aZ '* (~*)  -1. 
By virtue of the above assumptions we know the following (see e.g. [ 6], [ 8], [10]). 
(i) There exists a regular modification of the conditional distribution of x(t) given {y(s) : s _< t} 
which has a density p(t, z,w),  such that 
p(t,z) = ~(t,x) ~f~(t,z)dz) 
-1  
for every t e [0,T], z • Rd,w • Q ,  where ~o is the L2(r)-solution of the problem (7.2)-(7.3). 
(ii) ~o • CW~+2(r)  and ~o(t, .) is weakly continuous tochastic process in the space W~n+a(r). 
Moreover for almost all w • 
(~0(t), 1)0 :-- / ~o(t, z)dx 
R~ 
is a continuous trictly positive function on [0,T]. 
In [4] we proved that the nonlinear filter is robust, in the sense introduced in [4], in the 
nondegenerate case (i.e. when a( I  - E*(EE*)- IE)~* is strongly elliptic). Now we extend that 
result to the degenerate case. First we recall the following. 
Def in i t ion 7.1. The family {y6(t) : 6 > 0} of dl-dimensional stochastic processes is called a 
good approximation (with accompanying process S) of the observation process y(t) if 
(1) (Y6(Q)t>0 is an .T't-adapted stochastic process with absolutely continuous trajectories for 
every 6 > 0. For 6 ---* 0 
sup I u6(t) - u(t)  I - '  o, sup I &(t )  - s ( t )  I--* o 
t<T 
in probability, where S is a stochastic process in R dlxdl with absolutely continuous trajectories 
and 
t 
f 1, S~J(t) -- (yi(s) - y~(s))dy~(s) - ~(y ,yJ)(t) ( i , j  := 1 --dx); 
o 
T 
(2) The family of random variables f I Yi(t) -Y l  11 g I (t)dt is bounded in probability for every 
0 
i , j  := l + dl ; 
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(3) [ dS(t)/dt [ < K for all (t, w) E [0, T] x f2, where K is a constant. For a good approximation 
{y6(t) : 5 > 0) we consider for every 5 > 0 the Cauchy problem 
1 , 
~t ~6(t, x) = (E*(t, y~(t)  - ~Af~ (t, y6( t) )Af; ( t, y~(t ) )~6(t, x)+ 
+ y~A4*(t, y~(t))~6(t, x) - 1s~J (t)[AA*, A4)~](t, Y6 ( t ) )~(t ,  x ) -  
- 2(EE*)Ik (t, Yt (t))A4~k)(t, Y6 (t))~6 (t, x) (7.4) 
4 
~(0,  ~) = p0(~), (7.5) 
where A/'~(t, y) := (EE*)k~ (t, y)2Vt~(t, y) , and A4/k(t, y) is the first order differential operator 
x'~vtx ~ 0 {~_(k)l.~ defined by .A4~k)(t,y)v(x) = B(k)(t,y, j ~ ,~-~-;~t,,uti (~,y,x)v(x)) for every (t,y) E [0,T] xR  dl 
with B(k)(t, y, x) := ~-~-v°k B(t, y, x), ~/k)(t, y, x) := 0 ~li(t, y, x). (Af/*Af? denotes the composi- 
tion of the operators Afj* and Af*, ov~ [~,*, ~]  := A4*  - ~;~47.  
THEOR.EM 7.2. Let {y6(t) : 5 > 0} be a good approximation (with accompanying process S) of the 
observation process V( t ). A~sume (Fo ) - ( F~ ). Then the problem (7. 4) - (7.5) h~ a unique L2ff )- 
solution ~6 for every 5 > 0, and sup [ ~6(t) -~( t )  [w~'(~)---* 0 in probability, as 5 --* 0. I f  r > d/4 
t<T 
then p~ (t) := ~6 ( t ) ( f  ~6 (t, x)dx)- I  e C([0, T], W~ (r)) and lim sup [ p~ (t) - p(t) [wF if)= O. 
5""O t<T 
PROOF. We can get this theorem directly from Theorem 5.1, taking into account the facts (i) 
and (ii) above and that f~( t ,x )dx  is continuous in t ~ [0, T] and it is strictly positive. (See 
the probabilistic representation of f~( t ,  x)dx e.g. in [6].) Note that if r > d/4 then ~ ---+ ~ in 
C([0, T], Lu(r)) implies lim sup [ f ~ (t, x)dx - f ~(t, x)dx [ = O. 
5---*O t <_T 
Coro l la ry  7.3. Let {yt(t) : 5 > 0} be a good approximation for the observation process y(t). 
Assume (F0) -  (Fs). Let n >__ 0 be an integer such that m > d + n. Then D*~t (t, x), D*~(t, x) are 
continuous functions on [0, T] × R d and sup sup I D'r~t( t, x) - D~(t ,  x) I ~ 0 in probability 
t<_T p:I<_R 
for all multi-indices 17 I -  < n and every R _> 0 . If moreover  > d then this statement holds also 
with p~(t,x) and p(t ,x) in  place of ~( t ,  x) and ~(t,x) respectively. 
This Corollary follows from the above theorem by Sobolev's theorem on embedding W~ into 
C n . 
Now we present the generalizations (to the degenerate case) of the results on supports given 
in [5] for nonlinear filtering. The theorems below generalize, in some directions, the results of [1] 
and [2] obtained by using a different approach. 
Assume for simplicity that the observation process starts from 0 q R d~. For each w ~ 7-{ we 
consider the deterministic Cauchy problem 
0 ~o 1 - , . ,  ~ (1, ~) = [c*(t, ~(t)) - ~.~;~;  (t, ~(t ) ) ]~( t ,  ~)- 
- ½(EE*)i~(t, w(t)).~A~)(t, w( t ) )~( t ,  x)+ 
+ (v i ( t ) .A4 i ( t ,  w( t ) )~( t ,  x)  
~(o, ~) = p(o, ~), 
where 7"l is defined in Section 4. It is not difficult to show that there exists a unique L2(r)-solution 
~w of this problem for every w E 7-/. 
THEOREM 7.4. Assume (Fo) (Fs) Then supp ~x - -x  - . ---- U~, where supp It x is the topological 
support of distribution of the unnormalized conditional density process ~ on the space X :-- 
- -X  
C([0, T]; W~n(r)) and U,  is the closure of U x = {~ : w E 7-t) in X. Moreover, if r > d/4, 
then supp #px - -x  = Up , where supp #x is the support of the distribution of the conditional density 
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process p (on the space X := C([O,T], ) the closure of {( f  : 
wET"l} inX. 
Coro l la ry  7.5. Assume (F0) - (Fs). Let n >_ 0 be an integer such that  m > d + n. Then 
supp px  - -x  = U~, with X : -  C° 'n(r)  and also with X := C °'" in place of C([0,T] : W~(r ) ) .  If 
moreover  > ~ then this statement holds also with p in place of ~. 
THEOREM 7.6. Assume that ( Fo ) - ( Fs ) are satisfied with every integer m >_ O. Then supp px  = 
- -X CO,~ CO,O o U~ with X := (r) and X := . I f  moreover  > ~ then this statement holds also with 
p in place of  ~. 
The statements of Theorem 7.4, Corollary 7.5 and Theorem 7.6 concerning the supports of the 
distribution of ~ can be obtained immediately from Theorem 6.1, Corollary 6.2 and Theorem 
6.3 respectively. Taking into account that for r > ~ the convergence ¢6 --* ¢ in C([0,T]; L2(r)) 
implies sup [ f¢~( t , z )dx  - f¢ ( t , z )dx  [---* 0, we can prove the statements concerning the 
0<t<T 
supports of the distribution of p by using Theorem 5.1 in the same way as Theorem 4.1 is proved 
by using Theorem 3.1. 
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